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Access
There’s strength in numbers. Safety, too.
With VistaJet, you no longer need to rely
on a single aircraft for all of your journeys,
business trips, holidays and getaways.
Now, you can expect unique access to a
global fleet of silver and red jets — offering
a peerless cabin experience around the
world, including the world’s hardest to
reach destinations and its busiest hubs.
At the same time, VistaJet is the only
brand to offer a consistent design, inside
and out — meaning you can expect the
same unparalleled service and effortless
experience on every flight.

a fleet

A unique access to a global fleet of
silver and red jets — offering a peerless
cabin experience around the world.

Clad in distinctive silver and red livery, these
sleek, understated jets are known around
the world as a byword for refined simplicity.
Once inside, we ensure that the jets feel
as familiar as possible, are comfortable and
offer unparalleled service — your home
away from home. From spacious layouts to
considered design details and technological
specifications, we have honed each cabin
to feel both welcoming and intuitive.

Developed by the VistaJet design team,
the cabin concept is intentionally universal,
translating seamlessly across the globe and
into any scenario. With a palette of gray
and neutral tones, the design is simple and
formal enough to host business meetings
or professional occasions; yet warm and
comfortable enough for family trips, with
pops of color and rich wood textures.

experts
A global team of over 1,500 aviation experts,
including 550 crew, looks after you and your
guests on every one of your flights, ensuring
unrivaled service as standard.
Pilots only fly one aircraft type to promote
maximum familiarity and instinctive
reactions, and Cabin Hostesses are trained
by the British Butler Institute, Norland
College, MedAire and Wine & Spirit
Education Trust.

To date, VistaJet clients have flown to
over 1,900 airports in 187 countries,
covering 96% of the world.
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At VistaJet, we pride ourselves on being a
truly global aviation network. To date, our
clients have flown to over 1,900 airports in 187
countries. From Ushuaia in southern Argentina
to Svalbard in northern Norway, they visited
96% of the planet’s countries — while the

floating fleet enables trips to be recovered in
record time from every major city across four
continents. Our crew members, meanwhile,
speak an average of three languages each, and
we have offices across the U.S., Europe, the
Middle East and Asia.

Asset-free.
Transparent
hourly rate,
no acquisition
cost, no cost
of capital, no
depreciation.
Sometimes assets aren’t such an asset.
With high risk, steady depreciation and
ongoing maintenance costs, jet ownership
is an increasingly unattractive proposition to
many individuals and corporations. VistaJet,
on the other hand, works on the principles of
a shared economy, with asset-free solutions

that continue to transform aviation. Our
pioneering approach to flying guarantees
that clients pay only for the hours they’re in
the air — which means all of the benefits of
owning a private jet without any of the risk
or hassle.

FIN AN CIALS

Fraction
Asset free

Fixed hourly rate

Flexible payment terms

Global coverage

O P E RAT I O N S

Guaranteed availability

ESG and carbon
impact reporting
Dual-usage

Flexible departure

Additional aircraft
on standby

SERVICE

Cabin crew

Fastest Wi-Fi

Private dining

Member benefits

On Demand

Ownership

Program

Your safety
capsule

VistaJet places the safety, security and
wellbeing of clients and staff above all
else. We offer the highest global standard
for business aviation operators, and hold
the most prominent safety ratings across
flight operations, aircraft maintenance,
risk‑assessment and compliance standards.
Pilots and team members are highperformance industry professionals, with
regular training, considerable real-world
experience and rigorous security processes
in place.

Private
business
room

At VistaJet, our job is to make yours as
simple as possible. Think of this as your
office, just at 40,000 feet in the sky — with
complete privacy, constant connectivity
and considered cabin layouts for a range
of working scenarios. Combining form
with function, the private business rooms
are elevated spaces in which to meet, plan,
write, negotiate — and above all to think.

Private
dining

Our private dining selection has been
created in partnership with some of the
world’s most renowned chefs and beloved
restaurants. Crafted for a truly global
clientele and a huge range of preferences
and palates, our menus change seasonally
to bring new flavors with every flight.

Wine
in the sky
In wine there’s truth, they say. And nothing
is as revealing as a glass sipped at altitude.
Our sommeliers understand the unique
challenges that fine wines can face in the
cabin environment — and have curated and
sourced a selection of exquisite vintages that
stand up to these unforgiving conditions.
Expect peerless Puligny-Montrachet, robust
and rich Tignanello, and even silken, complex
Rome de Bellegarde cognac — all served
by an experienced cabin crew in the finest
glassware, and expertly paired with your meal.

From our family
We understand that your flight is a precious
opportunity to spend time with the people
that matter most. That’s why our team works
tirelessly to ensure every member of your
family feels at home (even the four-legged
ones). A kitchen stocked with familiar home
comforts; a library stacked with favorite
bedtime stories; a family movie enjoyed on
the big screen. We’re also proud to offer the
most extensive children travelers’ program
imaginable, with bespoke adventures that
make every journey memorable — from
secret spy missions, to movie star premieres,
and even trips down the rabbit hole with
Alice in Wonderland.

to yours

The Surprise Reunion

Sky
sleep
And so to bed. A proper bed this time.
A custom-fitted skysleeper mattress,
to be exact — with 100% cotton quilted
mattress toppers, 400-thread count
Egyptian Cotton linens, hypoallergenic
feather duvets and pillows, cashmere
blankets and silk eyemasks, and VistaJet
pyjamas, of course. And that’s before
you get to the aromatic JING camomile
tea, or the relaxed lavender oils suffused
gently through the cabin — not to mention
our clever program to maximize sleep
time throughout your flight and across
international time zones.

THE PERFECT PLANE

FOR EACH JOURNEY

Get anywhere
you wish to go

Your new fleet can take you anywhere — from continental
trips on medium and large cabin aircraft, to long-range
trips connecting continents, and ultimate non-stop 17
hour flights on the game-changing Global 7500.

Global 7500
Up to 7,700nm

Global 7500

Global range
Up to 6,000nm

Large

Continental range
Up to 4,000nm

Midsize

Super-Midsize

Global
7500

Unlock the world with the largest and
longest range business jet. VistaJet
Members can access the first and largest
fleet of Global 7500 aircraft in the world.
The Global 7500 is the only business jet
with four living spaces, including a six-seat
dining table, entertainment suite and a
permanent private stateroom suite.

Scan the QR code and experience the cabin

GLOBAL 7500

The cabin
Day
CONFIGURATION

14

PASSENGERS

8

SLEEPING POSITIONS

17:00

FLIGHT HOURS

195 ft3 5.5 m3
LUGGAGE CAPACITY

6 ft 2 in 1.88 m
CABIN HEIGHT

8 ft 2.44 m
CABIN WIDTH

7,700 nm 14,260 km
MAX RANGE

0.925 Mach

MAX SPEED

Night
CONFIGURATION

Global
range

Your global fleet includes Global 6000,
Global 5000 and G450 aircraft. These jets
feature a large cabin to help you conduct
business meetings, relax or get a good
night’s sleep as you travel the world.

Scan the QR code and experience the cabin

GLOBAL 6000

The cabin
Day
CONFIGURATION

14

PASSENGERS

7

SLEEPING POSITIONS

13:00

FLIGHT HOURS

195 ft3 5.5 m3
LUGGAGE CAPACITY

6 ft 2 in 1.88 m
CABIN HEIGHT

7 ft 11 in 2.41 m
CABIN WIDTH

6,000 nm 11,112 km
MAX RANGE

0.89 Mach
MAX SPEED

Night
CONFIGURATION

Continental
range

Your continental fleet is perfect for any trips
from one to seven hours — with outstanding
flexibility and perfect comfort. Full height
cabins, working kitchens and a Cabin Hostess
on every flight make even the shortest trip a
very pleasant one.

Scan the QR code and experience the cabin

CHALLENGER 350

The cabin
Day
CONFIGURATION

9

PASSENGERS

3

SLEEPING POSITIONS

7:15

FLIGHT HOURS

106 ft3 3m3
LUGGAGE CAPACITY

6 ft 1.83 m
CABIN HEIGHT

7 ft 2 in 2.19 m
CABIN WIDTH

3,200 nm 5,900 km
MAX RANGE

0.83 Mach
MAX SPEED

Night
CONFIGURATION

Time
“VistaJet commits to being fully carbon
neutral across its entire business by 2025.”
VistaJet commits to being fully carbon neutral
by 2025. Since introducing offsets in January
2020, over 85% of VistaJet Members have
opted in to compensate for their fuel emissions
by investing in certified carbon credits around
the world. In addition to reducing global
greenhouse gas emissions, VistaJet projects
support the well-being of local communities
in the countries our clients fly to.

We use innovation to drive our carbon neutral
agenda — reducing fuel consumption by
as much as 8% through the use of artificial
intelligence; replacing 90% of single-use
items on board with sustainable alternatives;
and offsetting over 370,000 tons of CO2
since announcing our commitment.

Sustainability

for change

The journey

to carbon neutrality

THE FLEET

SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUEL (SAF)

The shared global fleet
enables greater usage

•

SAF has been identified as the most realistic
option for greener flying today

•

It’s a clean liquid substitute for fossil
fuel produced from waste oil, algae and
agricultural residue

•

SAF fuels can be blended with conventional
fuels, enabling gradual introduction

Investing in the fleet to
provide the latest tech

AUDITING
Enables VistaJet to identify the carbon
footprint of its operations and offices
worldwide and take action

GLOBAL 7500
GE Passport Engines produce
less noise and have a reduced
fuel consumption
Modern wing design reduces fuel
burn and emissions

HOW IS SAF MADE?
1. Sustainable feedstock
2. Converted into SAF
3. Blended with jet fuel
4. Aircraft receives SAF
5. Reduced emissions

Be ready
to wonder

Private World

Private World is our special partnership
program — a portfolio of the world’s finest
accommodations and partners that curates
our favorite suites, residences, ski lodges,
yachts and private islands, with a focus on
privacy and personalized service. From
coral reef treasure hunts in submarines,
to explorations of the Mongolian Altai
mountains with Kazakh eagle hunters, this
is the place for truly inspiring travel.

With an integrated team ready to support
at every step, our offering makes even the
wildest and most remote destinations simply
accessible — think explorer yacht adventures
in Greenland, the land of superlatives,
with its wild glaciers and otherworldly
landscapes; or guided expeditions into the
heart of the Namibian desert.

Destination.
Passion.
In the air.
VistaJet’s Private World is also about your
passions of course. Our services have been
personally endorsed by Champion golfer
Jon Rahm, who relies on VistaJet for its
effortless reliability and comfort, allowing
him to focus on the game at hand. Then
there’s our partnership with Frieze Art Fairs,
giving our Members VIP access in New
York, Seoul, Los Angeles and London —
as well as exclusive virtual previews of all
exhibited works directly from the cabin.
Not to mention our racing partnership
with Ferrari, and our partners in wine,
fashion, real estate and everything else our
Members are passionate about.

A world
for all
Adventure in the Sky

We understand the unique challenges (and
joys!) of flying with small children. That’s
why we’ve created the most extensive
travelers’ program for kids — a playful
curation of captivating adventures, from
family reunions on little-known private
beaches, to Alice in Wonderland tea parties
high above the clouds.
Extraordinary experiences tailored to your
child’s age and interests that combine
world-class hospitality with unique
entertainment and educational elements.

One in four of our Members flies with
a pet — a testament to the level of care,
experience and support that VistaJet
provides its clients (even the four legged
ones.) Our VistaPet program has been
designed in collaboration with experienced
veterinary practitioners, dieticians and
groomers to respond to the unique needs
and challenges faced when traveling with
animals.

VistaPet

We are part of

VistaJet is part of something bigger.
Vista is a private ecosystem of companies
that has become an undisputed leader
in business aviation, with a brilliant track
record of innovation, customer service and
safety. Together, Vista provides clients with
the most advanced flying services at the
very best value — anytime, anywhere.

www.VistaGlobal.com
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